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Editorial: Introducing Perspective Articles

Physical Review A, Physical Review E, and Physical Review Research are excited to announce a new
peer-reviewed article type, “Perspectives,” which will provide forward-looking views of cutting-edge
science in emerging fields or fields enjoying renewed activity. These articles will

• identify critical open questions
• outline experimental, theoretical, and/or computational challenges
• review recent relevant state-of-the-art research
• provide a comprehensive outlook on avenues for progress
• help newcomers enter an area, while offering a broader view for specialists.

Perspective articles are expected to be shorter than typical review articles, but longer than typical research
papers. They will offer an enriching experience for readers and authors. Readers will benefit from carefully
curated articles that provide an outlook on important fields in a compact format. Our editorial team will
work with authors to render Perspectives particularly accessible for scientists in the early stages of their
careers, pointing them towards promising novel research. Authors will have the opportunity to articulate
their insights and views on a field and on future research directions. They will also benefit from enhanced
editorial input on both their article proposal and on the final version.

Perspectives will be invited by the journals’ editors, and only a small number will be published each year
to ensure quality and relevance. We are particularly interested in new topics that would benefit from greater
representation in the Physical Review journals, and we will rely heavily on expert feedback and advice from
our Editorial Boards and from the scientific community.
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